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the name of the current table in MySQL I want to be able to use
SELECT * FROM current-table-name; to get the current table in

MySQL. Is there a way to get the table name from within the Python
db library? I am using the MySQLdb library and would like to be

able to write a function like: def get_current_table(): db =
MySQLdb.connect(...) cursor = db.cursor() cursor.execute("SELECT
* FROM %s;" % current_table) fields = cursor.fetchall() A: MySQLdb

does not provide functions for that. I'd suggest writing a small
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According to the MySQL docs, it requires the mysqldb (pyodbc)
module to be installed.
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distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, ;
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
express or implied. ; See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and ; limitations under the License. .class
com.test.TestNativeHeap .super java/lang/Object .method public

static test()V .limit locals 2 .limit stack 2 .limit shared 0 .limit out 0
.limit params 2 .limit locals 3 .limit stack 3 .limit shared 3 .limit out

3 .limit params 3 .end method .end class News A wide variety of
New Tournament Decks are now in development. These new decks
are part of a huge overhaul that is hitting our game. We are excited

to begin playtesting these new decks and see how they pan out!
Deck Format Changes As part of our upcoming Season 3 (which

kicks off soon!), we will be overhauling our deck format. Our goal is
to be able to reach the meta again while offering some fun new

deck types and banning some of the cards from the previous
seasons that proved detrimental to the competitive meta game.

Constructed Lists As part of our upcoming Season 3 (which kicks off
soon!), we will be updating our Constructed Format rules. We'll be
telling more about the changes in a future dev blog, but just know

that, in short, we are creating the same general format as in
Season 2, but we are changing a few small details. Balance

Updates We have decided to balance first by adding new card
packs to bolster decks. We have also made several balance

changes across ALL decks to make sure all decks are fair and
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